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New Light on Maritime Loans: P. Vindob G 40822
I. Introduction1
In 1985 H. Harrauer and P. Sijpesteijn published a papyrus that is unique. 2 The recto
and verso are more or less contemporary, mid-second A.D., and both deal with a shipment of
goods from India. This aspect of Egypt's trade, though well known, has up to now been
scantily and only indirectly reflected in the documents from Greco-Roman Egypt.3
The recto contains part of an agreement that covers the transport of goods from the point
on the Red Sea where these had been unloaded, no doubt Myos Hormos or Berenice (cf. Casson [n. 3] 94-97), across the eastern desert to Koptos and thence down the Nile to Alexandria
(lines 1-12); it also refers to the provisions of a loan katå Mouze›rin (line 12); Muziris was
a major port on the southwest coast of India (cf. Casson 22-24, 296), and the loan in question
must have been a maritime loan that made possible the acquisition of the goods. The verso
contains an account of amounts of nard, ivory, and textiles, all of which figure regularly
among India's exports (cf. Casson 16-17), and the calculation of their value for customs duty;
the account on the verso, though in a different hand, unquestionably is related to the agreement on the recto, both dealing with the same shipment of goods (cf. Harrauer-Sijpesteijn [n.
2] 124, 150).
The papyrus has already evoked considerable discussion. Its publication was quickly
followed by an important article by G. Thür in which he reprinted the text with some emendations, provided an extended commentary on the legal clauses in the agreement on the recto,
and explicated in masterly fashion the entries in the account on the verso, many of which were
extremely puzzling.4 There have also appeared two articles on the nature of the agreement on
the recto, one by myself and a reply by Thür.5
In this present article I republish the text with several emendations, including a crucial
one that throws light on the purpose of the agreement, and offer a new view of what that purpose was.
1 I have had much welcome aid from my friend and colleague N. Lewis, including valuable suggestions

concerning the text of the papyrus. I owe many thanks to H. Harrauer for informing me of an important new
reading and for most helpful comments on several suggestions I presented to him.
2 "Ein neues Dokument zu Roms Indienhandel, P. Vindob. G 40822," Anzeiger der Österreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. Kl. 122 (1985) 124-55.
3 On the trade with India, see L. Casson, The Periplus Maris Erythraei: Text with Introduction, Translation, and Commentary (Princeton 1989) 11-35 (cited hereafter as Casson). On the papyrological evidence, see
M. Raschke, "Papyrological Evidence for Ptolemaic and Roman Trade with India," Proceedings of the XIV International Congress of Papyrologists (London 1975) 241-46.
4 "Hypotheken-Urkunde eines Seedarlehens für eine Reise nach Muziris und Apographe für die Tetarte in

Alexandreia (zu P. Vindob. G. 40.822)," Tyche 2 (1987) 229-45, cited hereafter as Thür.
5 L. Casson, "P. Vindob G 40822 and the Shipping of Goods from India," BASP 23 (1986) 73-79; G.
Thür, "Zum Seedarlehen katå Mouze›rin P. Vindob. G 40822," Tyche 3 (1988) 229-33.
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II. Text
The initial part of the papyrus, with the names of the parties and doubtless much else, is
missing. At the point at which the preserved portion begins we are well into an agreement in
which the party of the first part—ego, to use Thür's convenient term—agrees to take care of
the transfer of goods across the eastern desert to Koptos and from there down the Nile to
Alexandria, all of which goods are to be put in the name of the party of the second part—tu, to
use Thür's term. Furthermore, in the event of non-payment by ego of a loan he owes, tu is
empowered to take over the security specified in the loan contract; tu, thus, was the creditor of
ego's loan, and the security unquestionably consisted of the goods involved in this agreement.
Recto
Column 2
→ ```o` m°nvn !ou •t°rvn §p[i]trÒ`pvn µ fronti!t«n ka‹ !tÆ!a!
[d≈!v t]“ !“ kamhl¤thi êlla (tãlanta) e[‡]ko!i prÚ! §p¤ye!in t∞! eﬁ! KÒpton
[énÒdo]u` ka‹ éno¤!v diå toË ˆrou! metå parafulak∞! ka‹ é!`f`a`le¤`a!
4 [eﬁ! tå]!` §p‹ KÒptou dhmo!¤a! paralhmptikå! époyÆka! ka‹ poi[Æ!v Í]p`Ú tØn !Øn µ t«n !«n §pitrÒpvn µ toË parÒnto! aÈt«n
[§jou!¤a]n ka‹ !frage›da m°xri potamoË §mbol∞! ka‹ §mbaloËmai
[t«i d°]onti kair«i eﬁ! potamÚn é!fal¢! plo›on ka‹ kato¤!v eﬁ! tØn
8 [§n ÉAlej]andre¤& t∞! tetãrth! paralhmptikØn époyÆkhn ka‹ ı[mo¤v]!` poiÆ!v ÍpÚ tØn !Øn µ t«n !«n §jou!¤an ka‹ !frage›da, ta›!
[toË loi]p`oË épÚ toË nËn m°xri tetartolog¤a! dapãnai! pã!ai! ka‹ fo[r°trou] ˆrou! ka‹ naÊlvn potam¤tai! ka‹ t«n êllvn katå m°ro! éna12 [lvmã]t`vn: prÚ! tÚ §n!tãnto! toË §n ta›! katå Mouze›rin toË da[ne¤ou !]ungrafa›! t∞! épodÒ!ev! …`ri!m°nou xrÒnou §ån mØ dika¤[v! tÒt]e` xreolut« tÚ proke¤menon §n §mo‹ dãneion tÒte e‰nai
[prÚ! !]¢ ka‹ toÁ! !oÁ! §pitrÒpou! µ fronti!tå! tØn §glogØn ka‹ ılo16 [!xer∞] §jou!¤an …! §ån aﬂr∞!ye poiÆ!a!yai tå t∞! prãjev! xvr‹!
[dia!t]ol∞! ka‹ pro!kr¤!ev!, krate›n te ka‹ kurieÊein tØn prok[ei-]
[m°nh]n ÍpoyÆkhn ka‹ tetartologe›n ka‹ tå loipå §!Òmena m°rh
[tr¤a m]etaf°rein o §ån aﬂr∞!ye ka‹ pvle›n ka‹ meyupot¤ye!yai
20 [ka‹] •`t`[°]rvi paraxvre›n …! §ån aﬂr∞!ye ka‹ tå kay' •autØn dioikono[me]›!yai kay' ˘n §ån boÊlh!ye trÒpon ka‹ •aut«i »ne›!yai t∞! §p‹ ÅtoËÄ
kairoË fanh!om°nh! tim∞! ka‹ §kkroÊ[ei]n ka‹ §nloge›n tå pe!oÊmena
[Íp°r toË prokeim°n]o`u` dane¤ou t∞! p¤!tev! t«n pe!oum°nvn
24 [oÎ!h! p]er‹ !¢ ka‹ toÁ! §pitrÒpou! µ fronti!tå! ˆntvn ≤m«n é!ukofan[tÆt]v`n katå pãnta trÒpon. toË d¢ per‹ tØn §nyÆkhn §nle¤matÒ!
[t]e ka‹ pleonã!mato! prÚ! §m¢ tÚn dedanei!m°non ka‹ ÍpoteyeiColumn 3
→ [m°non ˆnto!
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2: On the text of this line, see below under Section IV.
3 [énÒdo]u: The editors restored [eﬁ!Òdo]u but, as N. Lewis points out, the required word is "road up" [sc.
to Koptos]. On Thür's restoration of [!unÒdo]u in the sense of "caravan," see below under Section IV.
7 eﬁ! potamÚn é!fal¢! plo›on: L. Koenen conjectures potãm<i>on.
10 loi]poË: The editors restored plo]¤ou. loi]poË suits the context perfectly and is not excluded by the
traces. Thür has accepted the reading: see Tyche 3 (1988) 232. L. Koenen, however, expresses doubts. According to his interpretation of the photography, the top of the vertical before o suits i better than p; and [toË
loi]poË, coupled with épÚ toË nËn m°xri tetartolog¤a!, is redundant.
11 katå m°ro!: I follow a suggestion by N. Lewis and understand this as a ellipsis for katÉ §mÚn m°ro!.
11-12 fo[r°trou]: On Thür's restoration of the plural, see below under Section IV.
12 The editors assumed that between prÚ! ansd tÚ there is a considerable lacuna caused by a jump of the
scribe's eye as he copied from an exemplar. N. Lewis offers a less drastic solution, namely that prÚ! tÚ is to
be taken with e‰nai in line 14, the words in between being a clumsy insertion to explicate the condition involved; the scribe, on returning to e‰nai, added tÒte to refer to this condition, and then continued in the infinitive mood. Asyndeton and, in the following lines, change to infinitive construction seem to result, but due to
the fact that the beginning of the document is missing the syntax of the beginning of the extant portion of the
document is unclear.
17 [dia!t]ol∞!: thus Thür; [pro!b]ol∞! edd. — pro!kr¤!ev!: since the word is unattested, Thür assumes a miswriting for pro!klÆ!ev!, a term that occurs in similar contexts.
krate›n !° te ka‹ would have been clearer, but can easily be understood.
23 Íp¢r toË prokeim°n]ou Thür; toË progegramm°n]ou edd. L. Koenen points out that Thür's supplement is a little too short and suggests 22 tå pe!oÊmena | [!oi---.
24 ≤m«n: The plural points to the use of agents by the borrower; cf. Thür 237, n. 31.

Verso
Column 1
↑

4

8

` 12

16

] mn(«n)
] m`n(«n)
] ` mn(«n)
]
]o`u!` rjz ıl(k∞!) (talãntvn) rk mn(«n)
] ` ` (talãntvn) kw mn(«n)
]n tv t∞! tetãrth!
ım]o¤(v! ıl(k«n)
mn(«n)
] ` (talãntvn) kw
mn(«n)
] ` (talãntvn) iz
mn(«n)
] (talãntvn) d
mn(«n)
] ` ` ` ` ` `p ` `ikv
] (talãntvn) k`d
mn(«n)
] ıl(k∞!)
] ` `!a
]h`

ny
i`d™∑
nh
k
ig
l
ia™∑
ihd∑
lg
k`w
kgd∑
a` ∑
Ò
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] `[ `] `d∑
]b[
]d™∑
] ` `[ ]j`[
]ÉG! `e mn(«n) `
]k §j œn [é]nt`ie]tai h ` ` `u`
] ` ` ` ` ` `rivn
] ` ` m`n`(«n) ` (draxm«n) coa
(talãntvn) ] d (draxm«n) lb
] `m `d ∑
] `[ `]ton
Column 2

[This is the closing portion of the account, since the final entry saummarizes the shipment involved: six parcels loaded aboard the vessel Hermapollon. The preserved lines deal with three, so
another three must have been described in the portion that is missing.6 ]

↑ nãrdou Gangitik∞! ki!t«n j œn ımo¤v!
timØ log¤zetai …! t∞! k¤!th! (draxma‹) ÉDf érgur¤ou
(tãlanta) m`e`
4 §l°fanto! ÍgioË! m¢n ılk(∞!) (tãlanta) oh mn(a›) nd ™∑
œn ımo¤v! timØ lo`g`¤zetai ılk(∞!) m¢n (talãntvn) oh mn(«n) m`[g]
t«n ginom°nvn !taym¤oi! t∞! tetãrth! toË
talãntou logizom°nou prÚ! l¤(tra!) F◊e, (g¤nontai) l¤(trai) ÉZuoh,
8 §j œn aﬂre› logizom°nv`n eﬁ! tÚ tãlanton li(tr«n) o[
˜!ƒ !unÆyv! prÚ! toÁ! §mpÒrou! log¤zetai ı`l`[k(∞!)]
(tãlanta) ow
mn(a›) me, …! t∞! mn(ç!) (draxma‹) r, (g¤netai)
(tãlanta) ow (draxma‹) ÉDf`,
t«n d¢ loip«n ÍpÚ t«n ÉArabarx«n ple¤v Íp¢r
12 t∞! tetartolog¤a! éry°ntvn §n ériym“ ÙdÒntvn
parå tÚ aﬂroËn ka‹ tetartologoum°nvn ÙdÒntvn mn(a›) ia™
…! t∞! mn(ç!) t«n ‡!vn (draxm«n) r
[érg(ur¤ou)] (draxma‹) ÉA`r`o`e`,
g¤n(etai) §p‹ t`Ú` [aÈtÚ]
(tãlanta) ow (draxma‹) ÉE`x`o`e`
16 !xid«`n` n`d` ılk(∞!)
(tãlanta) i`g mn(a›) y d∑,
œn ımo¤v! timØ log¤zetai ılk∞! m¢n (talãntvn) ib mn(«n) m`[z]
t«n …! prÒ`k`(eitai) g`i`n`(om°nvn) §`k` t`oË` m`°`rou`! !taym¤oi! m¢n tetãrth!
Ò

6 Thür considers the verso to be a copy of the customs declaration itself (244-45, and cf. the title of his
article [above, n. 4]). Thus he takes lines 6 and 18 to refer to the actual weighing of the goods in the customs
house. But the verso could just as well be merely a draft of the declaration drawn up before arrival at customs.
The exact weight of the items listed must have been known to the owner since he had no doubt purchased them
by weight; thus lines 6 and 18 need not reflect an actual weighing but simply mathematical calculation, the
conversion of the known weights expressed in talents and minas into weights expressed in Roman pounds, using the equivalents required by the customs regulations.
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l¤(trai) ÉA!id, kay∆! _ka‹´ d¢ prÚ! toÁ! §mpÒrou! log¤20 zetai ılk(∞!) (tãlanta) ib mn(a›) kz …! t∞! mn(ç!) (draxma‹) o
érg(ur¤ou)
(tãlanta) h (draxma‹) ÉD! ƒ,
t«n d¢ loip«n ple¤v Íp¢r t∞! tetartolog¤a! éryei!«n …! prÒkeitai mn(a›) kb `d∑,
…! t∞! mnç! t«n
24 ‡!vn (draxm«n) o
érg(ur¤ou)
(draxma‹) ÉAfƒbf
g¤netai !xid«n
(tãlanta) h (draxma‹) ÉEvpbf
g¤netai tim∞! §l°fanto! érg(ur¤ou) [(tãlanta) ow (draxma‹) ÉExoe]
§p‹ tÚ aÈtÚ tim∞! mer«n w` t«n §kpepleukÒtvn
28 §n t“ _em´ ÑErmapÒllvni plo¤ƒ fort¤vn érgur¤ou
(tãlanta) ÉArnd (draxma‹) ÉBvnb
Ò

4 nd™∑: thus Koenen, or nd Òd∑Thür, approved by H. Harrauer from the original; for writing 3/4 the
scribe indiscriminately used ÒD and the common combination of the two signs ™ (l d = ™ ; throughout this
paper D is transcribed as d). ndÒ edd.
7 ÉZuoh: 78 t. @ 95 = 7410 lbs.; 43 m. at same rate = ca. 68 lbs; 7410 + 68 = 7478 lbs.
8 Thür plausibly suggests restoring the end of the line as ı(lk∞!) [ÉZ!Fa].
10 (tãlanta) ow (draxma‹) ÉDf: This, in other words, is the figure that will be used by the collector
of the 25% customs duty at Alexandria., and it reflects a concession customarily made to merchants. The gross
weight arriving there was .......................................................................................................................... 78 t. 43 m.
but the weight the customs official would use in calculating the levy was only ...................................... 76 t. 45 m.
i.e., a reduction of .....................................................................................................................................
118 m.
Merchants thus got a concession of 1/40 (78 t. + 43 m. = 4723 m.; 118/4723 = 1/40) or 2.5%
13 mn(a›) ia™ : or ia l`[dÄ] Thür (see above on line 4), mn(«n) ial` edd. These 11 3/4 m. are the difference between the gross weight that arrived at the Red Sea port of discharge .......................... 78 t.
54 3/4 m.
and the gross weight arriving at the customs house at Alexandria ........................................... - 78 t.
43
m.
11 3/4 m.
It represents the amount that was levied by the Arabarchs at the Red Sea port of discharge, namely roughly
1/400 (78 t. = 4680 m. + 54 3/4 m. = 4734 3/4 m.; 11.75/4734.75 = ca. 1/403) or .25%. But even this was
subject to the 25% customs duty and hence had to be reported to the customs office at Alexandria.
19 ÉA!id: The true figure is slightly less than 1214: 12 t. @ 95 lbs. to the t. = 1140; 43 m. at the same
rate = 68; 1140 + 68 = 1208.
20 (tãlanta) ib mn(a›) kz: The concession in this instance works out to slightly more than 1/40
(2.5%). The gross weight arriving at Alexandria was ........................................................................... 12 t. 47 m.
But the weight the customs office would use in calculating the levy was ............................................ - 12 t. 27 m.
i.e., a reduction of ..................................................................................................................................
20 m.
Twelve talents, forty-seven minas = 767 m; 20/767 = 1/38 (2.63%)
23 mn(a›) Thür; mn(«n) edd. — k bl`d∑: These 22 3/4 m. are the difference between the gross weight
that arrived at the Red Sea port of discharge ................................................................................. 13 t. 9 3/4 m.
and the gross weight arriving at the customs house at Alexandria ................................................ - 12 t. 47
m.
namely
22 3/4 m.
It represents the amount that was levied by the Arabarchs at the Red Sea port of discharge, a percentage considerably higher than the quarter of one percent levied on the ivory (13 t. 9 3/4 m. = 789 3/4 m.; 22.75/789.75 =
ca. 1/35 or 2.88%).
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III Translation
Recto, Column 2
[I have paragraphed the provisions for ease of comprehension.]

… of your other agents and managers. And
I will weigh and give to your cameleer another twenty talents for loading up for the road
inland to Koptos, and
I will convey [sc. the goods] inland through the desert under guard and under security to
the public warehouse for receiving revenues at Koptos, and
I will place [them] under your ownership and seal, or of your agents or whoever of them
is present, until loading [them] aboard at the river, and
I will load [them] aboard at the required time on the river on a boat that is sound, and
I will convey [them] downstream to the warehouse that receives the duty of one-fourth at
Alexandria and I will similarly place [them] under your ownership and seal or of your agents,
assuming all expenditures for the future from now to the payment of one-fourth—the charges
for the conveyance through the desert and the charges of the boatmen and for my part of the
other expenses.
With regard to there being—if, on the occurrence of the date for repayment specified in
the loan agreements at Muziris, I do not then rightfully pay off the aforementioned loan in my
name—there then being to you or your agents or managers the choice and full power, at your
discretion, to carry out an execution without due notification or summons,
you will possess and own the aforementioned security and pay the duty of one-fourth,
and the remaining three-fourths you will transfer to where you wish and sell, re-hypothecate,
cede to another party, as you may wish,
and you will take measures for the items pledged as security in whatever way you wish,
sell them for your own account at the then prevailing market price, and deduct and include in
the reckoning whatever expenses occur on account of the aforementioned loan, with complete
faith for such expenditures being extended to you and your agents or managers and there being no legal action against us [in this regard] in any way. With respect to [your] investment,
any shortfall or overage [sc. as a result of the disposal of the security] is for my account, the
debtor and mortgager…
Verso, Column 2
[The translation is based on Thür's analysis of the entries (loc. cit. [n. 4] 238f. nn. 34-44). The
abbreviation d. = drachmas, m. = Minas, and t. = talents (of weight when followed by m., of
money when followed by d.)]

1-3

Gangetic nard, 60 containers,
whose value (sc. for the one-fourth customs duty payable at Alexandria), likewise, is being reckoned at 4500 silver
drachmas per container .................................... 45 t.

4–10 ivory, sound condition, weighing ........................... 78 t. 54 3/4 m.
whose value (sc. for the one-fourth cus-
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toms duty), likewise, is being reckoned
on a weight of ................................................... 78 t. 43 m.
or, converted on the weight scale used
by the one-fourth (customs duty) of
95 lbs. to the talent, = 7478 lbs.,7
of which the amount subject to duty (of onefourth at Alexandria), converting lbs.
per talent, is a weight of [7291 lbs.8 ]
in accordance with the customary
reckoning for merchants, or .............................. 76 t. 45 m.
at 100 d. per m. .................................................................................. 76 t. 4500 d.9
11-15 the remainder, representing the number in
tusks removed by the Arabarchs, (which
number is) over and above the number
subject to duty (that will be available)
for collection of the one-fourth (customs
duty), which tusks are also subject to the
collection of the one-fourth (customs
duty) ................................................................. 11 3/4 m.10
at the same rate of 100 silver d. per m.
1175 d.
for a total of ................................................................................. 76 t. 5675 d.
16-21 lengths of fabric, 54
weighing .................................................... 13 t. 9 3/4 m.
which, likewise, the value (for the
one-fourth customs duty) is being
reckoned on a weight of ................................ 12 t. 47 m.
which, as above, yields for the parcel
on the weight scale used by the onefourth (custom duty), (a weight of)
1214 lbs.,11
but, in accordance with the customary reckoning for merchants, a weight
(for customs' purposes) of
12 t. 27 m.12
at 70 silver d. per m. .............................................................................. 8 t. 4290 d.
22-25 the remainder that was removed (sc. by the
7 See note to verso col. 2, line 7.
8 See note to verso col. 2, line 8.
9 See note to verso col. 2, line 10.
10 See note to verso col. 2, line 13.
11 See note to verso col. 2, line 19.
12 See note to verso col. 2, line 20.
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Arabarchs), which, as above, represents
an amount over and above (what will be
available) for collection of the one-fourth
(customs duty) (to the amount of)
22 3/4 m.13
at the same rate of 70 silver d. per m. .....................................
1592 d. 3 ob.
total for the lengths of fabric .................................................. 8 t. 5882 d. 3 ob
26

total for the value of the ivory

76 t. 5675 d.

27-29 grand total for the 6 parcels of the cargo exported on the ship
Hermapollon in silver
1154 t. 2852 d.
IV The Nature of the Agreement
In the original publication of the document the editors took the agreement on the recto to
be the remains of a maritime loan that had been drawn up in Muziris between a shipowner
(ego) who borrowed from a merchant (tu), pledging his ship as security. Both Thür and I independently pointed out the errors in this view.14 Such phraseology as "the date for repayment specified in the loan agreements" (lines 12-13) instead of "the aforementioned date for
repayment" aut sim. makes it clear that this document is not itself the maritime loan, and some
of the stipulations concerning the security (18-19) make it equally clear that the security was
not a ship but items subject to the 25% customs duty on imports; almost certainly ego had secured his loan from tu by pledging the goods he would buy with the money,15 precisely as
merchants had done centuries earlier in Demosthenes' day.16
But if the agreement in this papyrus is not itself the maritime loan, what is it? According
to Thür, the contract between ego and tu was drawn up in Alexandria in two separate documents, one that spelled out the maritime loan and another that spelled out the security involved
("getrennte Darlehens- und Sicherungsurkunde"), and what the papyrus contains is a portion
of the latter, the document that dealt with the security.17 In accord with his view that both
were drawn up in Alexandria, he interprets êlla in line 2 as referring to the return journey
with its counterpart in the lost lines that precede referring to the outbound journey;18 he takes
the plural naÊlvn in line 11 as indicating both outbound and return journeys; and he restores
the plural fo[r°trvn] in 10-11 to cover both the outbound and return journeys (Thür [n. 4]
235, n. 14).
What of the words §n ta›! katå Mouze›rin toË da[ne¤ou !]ungrafa›! in lines 12-13
which certainly seem to refer to "loan agreements at Muziris" and not at Alexandria? Thür
13 See note to verso col. 2, line 23.
14 Casson (n. 5) 76-78; Thür (n. 4) 239-41.
15 Casson (n. 5) 76; Thür (n. 4) 241.
16 Of the maritime loans mentioned in Demosthenes' speeches, in four instances out of six the loan was

secured by the goods purchased with the proceeds (32.14, 34.6 [two loans], 35.10-13).
17 Thür (n. 5) 230; cf. Thür (n. 4) 241-243.
18 Thür (n. 4) 234, n. 7; Thür (n. 5) 232.
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explains this by taking katå Mouze›rin as an elliptical way of referring to "loan agreements
(concerning a voyage) to Muziris.19
The drawing up of a loan contract in more than one document, despite the examples Thür
offers,20 is unparalleled. In this instance he attributes it to special circumstances, namely that
the security consisted of goods from India which had to pass through customs. He points out
that, if the debtor did not pay off his loan on time, the goods would remain in the customs
house, and the creditor, in order to legitimize his right to the three-fourths that was left after
the duty had been paid, would need a document issued by the debtor; the special
"Sicherungsurkunde," as he sees it, served that purpose (Thür [n. 4] 243-44). Yet would not
a single document that included both the details of the loan and the details of the security have
served the purpose just as well? In any event, Thür's explanation does not account for the
presence of the stipulations concerning the transport of the goods from the Red Sea port to
Alexandria; these certainly have nothing to do with getting goods out of customs. There indeed were special circumstances in this instance that called for a separate document—but, as
will be shown in a moment, the separate document was quite different in nature and purpose
from Thür's "Sicherungsurkunde."
What militates most strongly against Thür's view is the new reading I referred to above.
His view rests on the assumption that the agreement we are dealing with was drawn up, along
with the loan contract, at Alexandria before the voyage to India ever began; the new reading
makes it a virtual certainty that it was drawn up at a port on the Red Sea upon the safe arrival
there of the goods from India.
In lines 1-3 the editors originally read !tÆ!a! [d≈!v t]“ !“ kamhle¤thi êlla (tãlanta) ro (draxmå!) n prÚ! §p¤ye!in t∞! eﬁ! KÒpton [eﬁ!Òdo]u. They took !tÆ!a! to
mean "wie vereinbart" and §p¤ye!in to mean "Benützung". Thür rendered !tÆ!a! the same
way but rightly pointed out that 170 talents was far too great a sum to be paid out on tolls.
His solution was to restore [!unÒdo]u at the beginning of line 3, giving it the meaning of
"caravan," although that meaning has hitherto been attested only for !unod¤a, and to translate
§p¤ye!in "Verladung," a sense also hitherto unattested but easily derivable from the use of the
verb §pit¤yhmi to mean "load" (Thür [n. 4] 234, n. 8). Yet the sum would be too great even
for the loading of a whole caravan. The hire of a camel in the second century A.D. was at
most four drachmas a day,21 and the journey from Berenice, the Red Sea port furthest from
Koptos, took at most twelve days (Pliny, N.H. 6.103). This would indicate a maximum cost
per camel for the trip of 48 drachmas—at which rate 170 talents would rent over 21,000
camels!
19 Thür (n. 4) 235, last line of n. 18; Thür (n. 5) 233.
20 Cf. Thür (n. 4) 241-42. He mentions SB 7169, Tab. Pomp. 13, and P. Vindob. G 19792. The first,
as he admits, is conjectural; the second, as he points out, may not concern a maritime loan; and the third is
simply a notice of payment of the proceeds of a loan issued by a bank to the borrower (on this document, see
now L. Casson, "New Light on Maritime Loans: P. Vindob. G 19792 (= SB VI 9571)," in R. Bagnall and W.
Harris, edd., Studies in Roman Law in Memory of A. Arthur Schiller [Leiden 1986] 11-17).
21 BGU 921.12. Other entries reveal a rate half that or less. E.g., line 26 shows that on the 23rd of the
month, 16 camels were hired for a drachma each. The rate must have varied according to the size of the load,
the number of hours the beast worked, etc.
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H. Harrauer has since reexamined the lines on the papyrus, and he kindly informs me
that the proper reading in line 2 is êlla (tãlanta) e[‡]ko!i ktl. The reading of the actual
number may not convince everybody,22 but it is clear that there is no basis for the reading of a
drachma sign. Its elimination provides the key to a solution of the difficulty. It permits us to
take the talents here as units of weight, not money. By doing so, and by giving to !tÆ!a!
here its well-attested sense of "weigh," 23 we arrive at a meaning that suits the context perfectly: ego, along with all the other services he engages to perform to ensure the safe arrival of
the goods at Alexandria, will take care of the assignment of the loads to the cameleers. In the
lost lines just before the preserved portion opens, he had obviously agreed to assign at least
one parcel to tu's cameleer; in lines 1-3, he agrees to weigh out and assign another, this one,
accepting Harrauer's reading, with a weight of 20 talents, a weight that would require no
more than three to four camels.24 The essential point is that arrangements such as these could
hardly have been planned and set down in writing at Alexandria over half a year before ego
had made a single purchase. They are the sort of arrangements that are made when the actual
goods are at hand and are being readied for caravan transport. It follows that the agreement
we have is one that was drawn up at Myos Hormos or Berenice right after the ship bearing the
goods involved had arrived there from India.
What kind of agreement, then, is this which was made at such a time and place? A clue is
to be found in the only complete text of a maritime loan to have survived, that in Demosthenes' Against Lacritus.25 Both Thür and I have remarked on the fact that in a key respect the
maritime loan involved in the papyrus and the loan cited by Demosthenes are alike:26 in both,
merchants take out loans pledging as security the goods they will purchase with the money
they have borrowed. There is, I believe, another key respect in which they are alike.
The loan cited in Demosthenes' speech was made to a pair of borrowers for a voyage
from Athens to the Pontus and back. Among the stipulations is one to the effect that, within
twenty days after the safe arrival of the cargo—undoubtedly grain—taken on at the Pontus,
22 The word e‡ko!i would have been written narrowly and the traces which seem to appear on the photo-

graph do not quite coincide with the expected pattern. The talent sign may be followed by a number filling the
entire space, as L. Koenen has pointed out to me.
23 LSJ s.v. ·!thmi A IV; for examples in the papyri, see P. Cair. Zen. 59484. (3rd B.C.) and P. Yadin
21.15, 22.14 (both A.D. 130).
24 There is naturally a great variation in the size of the loads reported since these varied with terrain,
length of haul, size of beasts, etc. Although the papyri attest camel loads of wheat that run as high as 10
artabs (P. Sijpesteijn, Customs Duties in Graeco-Roman Egypt [Zutphen 1987] 53), they usually were 6
artabs, double the standard donkey-load of 3 (Sijpesteijn 52; cf. B. Boyaval in Chr. d'Eg. 53 [1978] 354). Assuming an artab of 40 choenices, the size ordinarily used in private transactions in the Roman period (cf. R.
Duncan-Jones in Chiron 6 [1976] 242, 258: A. Bowman, Egypt after the Pharaohs [London 1986] 237), and
assuming a choenix was more or less the equivalent of a liter (Wilcken, Gdz. lxviii), an artab of wheat would
be somewhat heavier than a U.S. bushel (35.239 liters), which weighs 60 lbs. Thus 6 artabs would be in the
neighborhood of 400 lbs. This agrees nicely with Ed. Diocl. 17.4 where a camel load is given as 600 Roman
lbs = 430 averdupois. S. Goitein (A Mediterranean Society i [Berkeley 1967] 220, 335) gives figures for the
twelfth century that indicate loads of. ca. 500 lbs. Thus, 20 talents (1200 lbs.) would require three, at most
four, camels.
25 Demosthenes 35.10-13. The text is probably a later insertion, but this does not detract from its value
as evidence; cf. W. Ashburner, The Rhodian Sea-Law (Oxford 1909) ccxii.
26 Casson (n. 5) 76, n. 10; Thür [n. 4] 229.
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the borrowers are to pay off their debt. Moreover, "they will furnish to the lenders the security intact to hold title thereto until such time as they pay back the money due in accordance
with the agreement" (par°jou!i to›! dane¤!a!i tØn ÍpoyÆkhn én°pafon krate›n ßv!
ín épod«!i tÚ gignÒmenon érgÊrion katå tØn !uggrafÆn, 35.11). In other words, the
borrowers had twenty days in which to sell the cargo and pay back their creditors; during
those twenty days, the creditors held legal title to the cargo.
In the agreement between ego and tu on the recto there are phrases that point unmistakenly to the existence in their original loan contract of a similar stipulation. Just as the debtors
in Demosthenes' speech agree that the creditors will "hold title to" the security until the loan is
paid off, so ego agrees to put the goods that serve as the security "under the name and seal" of
tu or his agents (lines 5-6, 9) until the goods reach the customs house; after clearing them
through customs, ego will be free to sell them and pay off his debt.
In shipments from the Pontus to Athens in the fourth century B.C., the cargoes of grain
were unloaded at the Peiraeus and sold right there;27 twenty days no doubt was ample time for
carrying this out, and, what is more, one of the creditors was an Athenian ("Androcles of
Sphettus," 35,10) and thus able to keep an eye on what was going on. But, in a shipment
from India to Egypt in the second century A.D., much more was required, both in effort and
time. The goods could not be sold, thereby enabling the debtor to satisfy his creditor, until
they had been brought from the point of unloading all the way to Alexandria and had gone
through customs there. So much, indeed, was involved, that, I suggest, at the moment the
ship arrived safely at its Red Sea port, a supplementary agreement was drawn up to spell out
precisely what the responsibilities of the borrower were from this point on—and it is this supplementary agreement that is preserved on the papyrus.28 The borrower was to form up a
caravan and assign various parcels to cameleers for transport across the desert; he was to, assure protection of the caravan against brigands during the crossing; he was to check the
parcels in at the public warehouses at Koptos; he was to arrange for safe water transport to
Alexandria and check them in at the customs house there. These responsibilities were no
doubt set out in such detail because of the costly nature of the shipment: the creditor wanted
assurance that the precious goods would not travel on overloaded camels or in leaky Nile
craft.29 Wherever he registered the parcels, he was to place them not under his own name but
27 See R. Garland, The Piraeus (Ithaca, N.Y. 1987) 85-86.
28 In an earlier article (see above, n. 5), I had offered an explanation of the agreement which, like the present explanation, assumed that the document was drawn up shortly after the arrival of the shipment at the Red
Sea port. However, I took it then to be a revised loan contract that replaced the original, but there are no parallels for such a procedure.
29 One of the great contributions of the papyrus is the concrete evidence it furnishes of the huge amounts
of money that the trade with India required. The six parcels of the shipment recorded on the verso had a value
of just short of 1155 talents (col. 2, line 29)—almost as much as it cost to build the aqueduct at Alexandria
Troas (7,000,000 drachmas, of which Herodes Atticus contributed 4,000,000 and Hadrian 3,000,000; see
Philostratus, V.S. ii.1 [548] and cf. P. Graindor, Un milliardaire antique: Hérode Atticus et sa famille [Cairo
1930] 32, n. 2). The parcel of ivory and the parcel of fabric together weighed 92 talents and were worth
528,775 drachmas. A Roman merchantman of just ordinary size had a capacity of 340 tons (L. Casson, Ships
and Seamanship in the Ancient World [Princeton, 2nd ed. 1986] 172); it was capable of carrying over 11,000
talents of such merchandise. And the weather conditions on the route to India were such as to require the use of
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under that of his creditor; they would remain that way until he made them his own by paying,
off his debt.
The supplementary agreement then spells out what happens if the borrower does not pay
off his loan "on the date for repayment specified in the loan agreements at Muziris"—specified, no doubt, the way it had been in the contract cited by Demosthenes, as a given number
of days after safe arrival at Egypt. In that eventuality the creditor takes over the goods that
had been pledged as security, and lines 15-27 tell exactly what he may do with them. In the
original loan contract the terms concerning the security may well have been set forth only in a
general way, since, if the ship went down, the security ceased to have any relevance. But it
became very relevant indeed once the ship arrived safely, and this would explain why a detailed presentation of the terms regarding it was included in the supplementary agreement.
If we take the words katå Muze›rin to mean "(for a voyage) to Muziris" as Thür suggests, that original contract may have been drawn up at Alexandria. If we take them in their
normal sense, as I prefer to do, the original contract was drawn up at Muziris. Either ego or
tu or both may well have been members of the foreign colony resident there.30
New York
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vessels of at least this size (Casson [above, n. 3] 284-85, 289-91). Loaded with cargoes of the likes of that
recorded in this papyrus, they were veritable treasure ships.
30 On the foreign colonies at Muziris and elsewhere in India, see Casson (above, n. 3) 24-25.

